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INVERSION AND SUBSPACES OF A FINITE FIELD
SANDRO MATTAREI
Abstract. Consider two Fq-subspaces A and B of a finite field, of the same
size, and let A−1 denote the set of inverses of the nonzero elements of A. The
author proved that A−1 can only be contained in A if either A is a subfield, or
A is the set of trace zero elements in a quadratic extension of a field. Csajbo´k
refined this to the following quantitative statement: if A−1 6⊆ B, then the
bound |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ 2|B|/q − 2 holds. He also gave examples showing that
his bound is sharp for |B| ≤ q3. Our main result is a proof of the stronger
bound |A−1 ∩B| ≤ |B|/q · (1 +Od(q−1/2)), for |B| = qd with d > 3. We also
classify all examples with |B| ≤ q3 which attain equality or near-equality in
Csajbo´k’s bound.
1. Introduction
In response to a question of Andrea Caranti, for use in [CDVS09], the author
determined in [Mat07] the additive subgroups of a field which are closed with
respect to inverting nonzero elements. The more general question with a division
ring instead of a field was independently answered in [GGSZ06]. The proofs
depend on Hua’s identity [Hua49], and on Jordan algebra techniques to cover the
noncommutative case. However, a more direct argument based on polynomials
was given in [Mat07] in the special case of finite fields, which appears to have
attracted some attention for cryptographic applications. In that special case
the result reads as follows: a non-trivial inverse-closed additive subgroup A of a
finite field E is either a subfield of E or the set of elements of trace zero in some
quadratic field extension contained in E.
In [Csa13], Bence Csajbo´k investigated a question which may be thought of as
a refinement of this result: can one obtain the same conclusion from the weaker
assumption that A is an additive subgroup of a finite field which is almost inverse-
closed, in the sense that most of the inverses of its nonzero elements belong to
A? Of course the two words in italics need to be given a precise meaning. A very
special case of this occurred in [KLS12, Lemma 5.3], where the conclusion was
proved under the assumption that A is inverse closed up to at most two nonzero
elements.
It turns out that this question is better studied in the more general form where
two additive subgroups A and B of the same size of a finite field are considered,
and one asks for an upper bound on |A−1 ∩B| in terms of |B| in case A−1 6⊆ B.
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Here S−1, for S a subset of a field, denotes the set of inverses of the nonzero
elements of S. Note that the intersection A−1 ∩ B attains maximal size qd − 1
exactly when A−1 ⊆ B, and in that case A and B are both (one-dimensional)
Fqd-subspaces. Because the ambient finite field plays only a minor role, it appears
convenient to work in the algebraic closure of a finite field, and so we rather state
Csajbo´k’s results in the following equivalent form.
Theorem 1 (Theorems 1.2 and 3.1 in [Csa13]). Let A and B be finite nonzero
Fq-subspaces of Fq of the same size, with A−1 6⊆ B. Then |A−1∩B| ≤ 2|B|/q−2.
When q = 2 and |B| > 2 the conclusion can be strengthened to |A−1 ∩ B| ≤
3|B|/4− 1.
In Section 2 we present a proof of Theorem 1 which is shorter than Csajbo´k’s
original proof, but also more explicit. This is because, say in case of the former
bound of Theorem 1, our proof produces a polynomial C(x), of degree 2|B|/q−2,
explicitly computable from the polynomials defining A and B, whose set of roots
contains A−1∩B. This can then be effectively used for further study of A−1∩B,
as we illustrate next.
A natural question which arises at this point is whether the bounds given
in Theorem 1 are best possible, especially the general bound which holds for
arbitrary q. In the early draft of [Csa13] which was available to the author
during most of the writing of this paper, the few examples provided fell short of
showing sharpness of the bound beyond the rather trivial cases where |B| ≤ q2,
which we briefly discuss at the end of Section 2.
The present work begun as an attempt to provide examples with |B| = q3
where equality is attained in Csajbo´k’s bound. We present such examples in
Section 3. They appear in Theorem 4, within a more general situation where
(A−1 ∩ B) ∪ {0} contains a one-dimensional Fq2-subspace of Fq. In fact, under
this assumption, which we will later show not to be restrictive, our proof of
Theorem 1 is especially effective: it allows us to give a polynomial description of
all pairs (A,B) of three-dimensional spaces which attain equality in Csajbo´k’s
bound, that is, which satisfy |A−1 ∩ B| = 2q2 − 2. This is possible only for q
odd and, in geometric language, it occurs exactly when the image of A−1 ∩B in
the projective plane PB ∼= P2(Fq) associated with the linear Fq-space B is the
union of a (nondegenerate) conic and an external line. The configuration of the
union of a conic and a secant line also arises, and the corresponding subspaces
then satisfy |A−1∩B| = 2q2−2q. In even characteristic those two configurations
collapse to that of a conic and a tangent line, whence |A−1 ∩ B| = 2q2 − q − 1.
The final, published version of [Csa13], includes a study of the case where A
and B have dimension three, providing a presentation of the examples which we
have briefly described. However, Csajbo´k’s geometric approach limits his results
to subspaces of Fq4 for q odd, and there is little overlap with our results, see
Remark 8.
The claim we implicitly made above, that we have actually found all pairs
(A,B) of three-dimensional Fq-subspaces of Fq which attain equality in Csajbo´k’s
bound, relies on removing our additional assumption that (A−1∩B)∪{0} contains
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a one-dimensional Fq2-subspace of Fq. We do that in Section 5, as an exceptional
case of a more general goal which we now introduce.
Csajbo´k speculated in [Csa13] that for Fq-subspaces A and B of the same fixed
dimension d > 3 the stronger bound |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ |B|/q · (1 + O(q−1/2)) might
hold. Our main result shows that this is indeed the case.
Theorem 2. Let A and B be finite nonzero Fq-subspaces of Fq, with |A| = |B| =
qd > q3 and A−1 6⊆ B. Then
|A−1 ∩B| ≤ qd−1 + (d− 1)(d− 2)qd−(3/2) + Cd · qd−2,
where Cd only depends on d.
It follows, in particular, that Csajbo´k’s general bound of Theorem 1 can only
be sharp for subspaces of dimension up to three (at least for large q).
Corollary 3. Equality in the bound |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ 2|B|/q − 2 of Theorem 1 is
never attained for d > 3, where |B| = qd, provided q is sufficiently large with
respect to d.
The bound of Theorem 2, which we prove in Section 4, results from an applica-
tion of the Lang-Weil bound to a multivariate polynomial closely related to the
polynomial C(x) used in our proof of Theorem 1, when that is irreducible. How-
ever, considerable work is necessary, which we postpone to Section 6, to show
that such polynomial can only be reducible in very special situations. Those
exceptional geometric situations generalise the configurations of pairs of two-
or three-dimensional subspaces attaining equality in Csajbo´k’s bound which we
have briefly discussed earlier.
2. Intersecting a subspace with the inverse of another
A finite subset of Fq is conveniently characterised by the unique monic polyno-
mial in Fq[x] whose roots are the elements of the subset, each with multiplicity
one. Thus, to the Fq-subspaces A and B of Fq, with size qd, throughout the
paper we associate the monic polynomials which have the elements of A and B,
respectively, as their roots, each with multiplicity one. (Using the same letters
for the subspaces A and B and their polynomials should create no confusion.) It
is well known that A(x) and B(x) are q-polynomials, see [LN83, Theorem 3.52],
which means that they have the form A(x) =
∑d
i=0 aix
qi and B(x) =
∑d
i=0 bix
qi ,
with ad = bd = 1. Also, the simplicity of their roots amounts to a0b0 6= 0. Hence
the roots of xq
d
A(1/x) =
∑d
i=0 aix
qd−qi and B(x)/x are the elements of A−1 and
B \ {0}, respectively. With this notation at hand we now present a very short
proof of Csajbo´k’s bounds.
Proof of Theorem 1. The idea of the proof is to give an upper bound on the
degree of the greatest common divisor of xq
d
A(1/x) and B(x)/x. The fact that
the non-leading terms of B(x) have relatively small degree suggests applying a
variant of polynomial long division, where one keeps subtracting a scalar multiple
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of B(x)/x from the current reminder multiplied by the appropriate power of x.
The final result of this process is condensed in the following argument.
The common roots of xq
d
A(1/x) and B(x)/x are also roots of the polynomial
C(x) = xq
d
A(1/x) · xqd−1−1 −B(x)/x · xqd−1(A(1/x)− 1/xqd)
= xq
d−1−1 − (B(x)− xqd)/x · xqd−1(A(1/x)− 1/xqd),
which has degree at most 2qd−1 − 2. This shows that |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ 2|B|/q − 2,
except when the polynomial C(x) vanishes. The latter condition occurs exactly
when A(x) = xq
d
+ a0x and B(x) = x
qd + a−10 x, which means that A and B are
Fqd-subspaces, and B = A−1 ∪ {0}.
Assuming d > 1 we now prove a different bound, which holds for arbitrary q
but improves on the previous bound only when q = 2. The polynomial
D(x) = C(x) · xqd−2qd−1+1 + bd−1xqd A(1/x)
= xq
d−qd−1 + bd−1 −
(
B(x)− xqd − bd−1xqd−1
) · xqd−qd−1(A(1/x)− 1/xqd),
has degree at most qd− qd−1 + qd−2− 1, and is nonzero if A and B are not both
Fqd-subspaces. Because the common roots of xq
d
A(1/x) and B(x)/x are also
roots of D(x) we obtain |A−1∩B| ≤ qd− qd−1 + qd−2−1. This is better than the
previous bound only when q = 2, and then reads |A−1 ∩B| ≤ 3|B|/4− 1. 
The above proof offers more advantages over Csajbo´k’s original proof than
just brevity. It provides us with a polynomial
(2.1) C(x) = xq
d−1−1 − (d−1∑
i=0
aix
qd−1−qi) · (d−1∑
j=0
bjx
qj−1),
of degree at most 2qd−1− 2, such that all elements of A−1 ∩B are roots of C(x).
We will put that to good use in the next sections.
We mention in passing that our proof of Theorem 1 can be easily modified to
deal with affine d-dimensional Fq-subspaces of Fq. In fact, such affine subspaces
have the form A + α and B + β, with A,B as in Theorem 1 and α, β ∈ Fq,
which are the sets of roots of the polynomials A(x − α) = A(x) − A(α) and
B(x)−B(β). Therefore, the common elements of (A+α)−1 and B+β are roots
of the polynomial
xC(x) + A(α)xq
d−1(
B(x)− xqd)+B(β)xqd−1(A(1/x)− 1/xqd),
and hence |(A+ α)−1 ∩ (B + β)| ≤ 2|B|/q. However, we will not consider affine
subspaces of Fq any further in this paper.
We conclude this section by mentioning an alternate, more direct proof of
Csajbo´k’s bound in the two-dimensional case. Let A and B be arbitrary two-
dimensional subspaces of Fq, and consider a maximal set of Fq-linearly indepen-
dent elements in A−1 ∩ B. If that set is empty or a singleton, then |A−1 ∩ B|
equals 0 or q− 1. Otherwise, that set consists of 1/ξ and 1/η, for some ξ, η ∈ A.
If |A−1 ∩ B| > 2q − 2, then the inverse of some nontrivial linear combination
of ξ and η also belongs to B. After possibly scaling ξ or η we may assume
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that 1/(ξ + η) belongs to B, and hence 1/(ξ + η) = a/ξ + b/η for some nonzero
a, b ∈ Fq. Therefore, ξ/η satisfies a quadratic equation with coefficients in Fq,
and hence ξ/η ∈ Fq2 . (A generalisation of this argument is presented in [Mat].)
Consequently, A is an Fq2-subspace, and B = A−1 follows. We have shown that
|A−1 ∩B|/(q − 1) ∈ {0, 1, 2, q + 1}.
In particular, this argument proves an easy fact which is mentioned right
after [Csa13, Proposition 4.5]: any pair (A,B) of two-dimensional Fq-subspaces
of Fq which attain equality in Csajbo´k’s bound |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ 2q − 2, is obtained
by taking as A an arbitrary two-dimensional Fq-subspace which is not an Fq2-
subspace, and as B the Fq-span of the inverses of any two Fq-linearly independent
elements of A.
3. A special configuration of subspaces
In this section we consider two Fq-subspaces A and B of Fq, of dimension d, in a
rather special configuration. That assumption insures that the polynomial C(x)
of Equation (2.1) has a factor of the form xq
d−1−1 + c, and this allows precise
control over the set of roots of C(x). This may seem like a rather artificial
situation but, as we will see later in Theorem 9, when d = 3 it includes all cases
where equality is attained in Csajbo´k’s bound. Our proof is purely algebraic,
but after the proof we will explain what goes on in geometric terms.
Because (γ−1A)−1 ∩ γB = γ(A−1 ∩B) for any γ ∈ Fq∗, we declare the ordered
pair of Fq-subspaces (γ−1A, γB) to be equivalent to the pair (A,B). Note that
in principle one may consider a weaker equivalence relation which includes the
application of field automorphisms, and possibly interchanging A and B, but we
chose not to do so.
Theorem 4. Let A and B be Fq-subspaces of Fq of size q3, and suppose that
(A−1 ∩ B) ∪ {0} contains a one-dimensional Fq2-subspace of Fq. Then the pair
(A,B) is equivalent to a pair of subspaces consisting of the roots of the polyno-
mials A(x) = xq
3
+ axq
2 − xq − ax and B(x) = xq3 + bxq2 − xq − bx, for some
a, b ∈ Fq∗, and we have
(1) |A−1∩B| = 2q2−2 if q is odd, aq+1 = bq+1 = −1, a(q+1)/2 6= b(q+1)/2, and
ab 6= 1;
(2) |A−1 ∩B| = 2q2 − 2q if q is odd, aq+1 = −1, and a(q+1)/2 = b(q+1)/2;
(3) |A−1 ∩B| = 2q2 − q − 1 if q is even, aq+1 = bq+1 = 1, and ab 6= 1;
(4) |A−1 ∩B| ≤ q2 + 2q − 3 otherwise.
Proof. With notation as in the proof of Theorem 1, let A(x) = xq
3
+ a2x
q2 +
a1x
q + a0x and B(x) = x
q3 + b2x
q2 + b1x
q + b0x be the monic polynomials with
distinct roots, hence with a0b0 6= 0, which have A and B as their sets of roots.
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That proof shows that all elements of A−1 ∩B are roots of the polynomial
C(x) = −a0b2x2q2−2 − a1b2x2q2−q−1 − a0b1xq2+q−2
+ (1− a2b2 − a1b1 − a0b0)xq2−1
− a1b0xq2−q − a2b1xq−1 − a2b0.
By hypothesis (A−1∩B)∪{0} contains a one-dimensional Fq2-subspace, hence
the set of roots of a polynomial of the form xq
2
+ cx. After replacing A, B with
an equivalent pair we may assume that c = −1, which means assuming that the
Fq2-subspace under consideration is the subfield Fq2 . This means that xq
2 − x
divides both A(x) and B(x), whence easily A(x) = xq
3
+ axq
2 − xq − ax and
B(x) = xq
3
+ bxq
2 − xq − bx, and so
C(x) = abx2q
2−2 + bx2q
2−q−1 − axq2+q−2
− 2abxq2−1
− bxq2−q + axq−1 + ab.
= (xq
2−1 − 1)(abxq2−1 + bxq2−q − axq−1 − ab).
Because all polynomials involved can be expressed as polynomials in xq−1 we
conveniently set y = xq−1, and so
C(x) = (yq+1 − 1)(abyq+1 + byq − ay − ab).
The derivative criterion shows that the second factor of C(x) shown above has
distinct roots unless ab = 1, in which case it equals (yq − a)(y + a−1), that is to
say, (y−a1/q)q(y+a−1). In that case C(x) has at most q2 + 2q− 3 distinct roots
in Fq (as a polynomial in x), and hence |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ q2 + 2q − 3, as claimed in
assertion (4) of the theorem. (This can be improved to |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ q2 + q − 2
when aq+1 = ±1, because then the binomial y + a−1 divides one of the other
factors yq+1 − 1 and yq − a of C(x).)
Assume ab 6= 1 from now on. Because
(yq+1 + a−1yq − b−1y − 1) · y − (yq+1 − 1) · (y + a−1) = −b−1y2 + a−1
we see that the two exhibited factors of C(x) are coprime unless (b/a)(q+1)/2 = 1
for q odd, and unless (b/a)q+1 = 1 for q even, and their greatest common divisor
equals x2q−2 − b/a in those cases. Note that this has distinct roots when q is
odd, but it has q − 1 double roots when q is even. This will account for the
distinction between assertions (1), (2), and (3) of the theorem.
Our next task is to find the degree of the greatest common divisor of xq
3
A(1/x)
and C(x). To this goal we compute the remainder of the polynomial xq
3
A(1/x)
modulo C(x)/(xq
2−1 − 1). All congruences in the remainder of the proof will
tacitly be modulo the latter polynomial, that is, modulo its scalar multiple yq+1+
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a−1yq − b−1y − 1. We have
−bxq3A(1/x) = abyq2+q+1 + byq2+q − abyq2 − b
= (abyq+1 + byq − ab)yq2 − b
≡ ay · yq2 − b.
Now note that yq ≡ (b−1y + 1)/(y + a−1), where our assumption ab 6= 0 ensures
that the denominator is coprime with the modulus. Consequently, we have
yq
2 ≡ b
−qyq + 1
yq + a−q
≡
b−q
b−1y + 1
y + a−1
+ 1
b−1y + 1
y + a−1
+ a−q
=
(1 + b−q−1)y + (a−1 + b−q)
(a−q + b−1)y + (a−q−1 + 1)
.
Substituting this into our previous congruence we find
−bxq3A(1/x) ≡ ay · (1 + b
−q−1)y + (a−1 + b−q)
(a−q + b−1)y + (a−q−1 + 1)
− b
=
a(1 + b−q−1)y2 + (ab−q − a−qb)y − (a−q−1 + 1)b
(a−q + b−1)y + (a−q−1 + 1)
.
(3.1)
Hence the greatest common divisor of xq
3−1A(1/x) and yq+1 + a−1yq − b−1y − 1
divides the numerator of this expression.
If that numerator vanishes, that is, if aq+1 = bq+1 = −1, then the factor
yq+1 + a−1yq − b−1y − 1 of C(x) divides xq3A(1/x), and by assumption so does
the other factor yq+1−1 of C(x). We conclude that the greatest common divisor
of xq
3
A(1/x) andB(x), which divides C(x) but has distinct roots, equals the least
common multiple of the two factors xq
2−1− 1 and xq2−1 +a−1xq2−q− b−1xq−1− 1
of C(x). According to an earlier calculation, when q is odd this has degree 2q2−2
if a(q+1)/2 6= b(q+1)/2, and 2q2 − 2q otherwise, proving assertions (1) and (2) of
the theorem. When q is even it has degree 2q2− q− 1, as stated in assertion (3).
If the numerator of the expression found in Equation (3.1) does not vanish,
then the greatest common divisor of xq
3
A(1/x) and B(x) divides the product of
that numerator and xq
2−1 − 1, whence |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ q2 + 2q − 3, as claimed in
assertion (4). 
We briefly pause to comment on the geometric interpretation of the intersec-
tion A−1 ∩B in the case considered above, as a subset of the three-dimensional
Fq-space B. With A(x) and B(x) as in Theorem 4, we have
xq+2 · C(x) = (xq2 − x)(abxq2+q + bxq2+1 − ax2q − abxq+1).
The monomials x, xq and xq
2
determine Fq-linear maps B → Fq, and so they
uniquely extend to independent Fq-linear coordinates x0, x1 and x2 on the linear
space B⊗Fq Fq. With this interpretation, the two factors in the above factorisa-
tion of xq+2 · C(x) may be viewed as representing a linear form and a quadratic
form on B ⊗Fq Fq, namely, x2 − x0 and abx1x2 + bx0x2 − ax21 − abx0x1. The
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quadratic form is nonsingular provided ab 6= 1, as we assume in the rest of this
discussion.
In the projective plane P2(Fq) associated with the linear space B ⊗Fq Fq, this
means that the roots of C(x) represent the Fq-rational points of the union of a
line, which is defined over Fq, and a nonsingular conic, which may or may not
be defined over Fq.
The first three assertions of Theorem 4 correspond to the case where the conic
is defined over Fq, and the further distinction depends on whether the line is
external, secant, or tangent to the conic, with the first two cases occurring only
for q odd, and the last case only for q even. An alternate presentation of this
configuration for A−1 ∩ B, using ideas from finite geometries and limited to q
odd, is given in Section 4 of Csajbo´k’s paper [Csa13].
To complete our geometric interpretation of Theorem 4, when the conic under
consideration is not defined over Fq, its Fq-rational points belong also to the
conic obtained from it by applying the Frobenius map α 7→ αq to its coefficients,
and so they are at most four, as they lie on the intersection of two distinct
nonsingular conics. However, a simple calculation, of which we will sketch a
more complex version for cubics in the proof of Theorem 7, shows that at most
two of the intersection points of the conics over Fq are Fq-rational. Adding to
those the number of points on the line provides a geometric interpretation for
the bound |A−1 ∩B|/(q − 1) ≤ q + 3 obtained for that case in Theorem 4.
Part of the argument in the proof of Theorem 4 applies to pairs of higher-
dimensional subspaces in a special configuration described in the following result,
which will be needed later, in the proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 5. Let A and B be Fq-subspaces of Fq of size qd ≥ q3, and suppose
that (A−1 ∩ B) ∪ {0} contains a one-dimensional Fqd−1-subspace of Fq. Then
|A−1 ∩B| ≤ qd−1 + 2q2 − 3.
Proof. We argue in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 4. After replacing
A, B with an equivalent pair we may assume that xq
d−x divides both A(x) and
B(x), whence A(x) = xq
d
+ axq
d−1 − xq − ax and B(x) = xqd + bxqd−1 − xq − bx,
with ab 6= 0, and so
C(x) = (xq
d−1−1 − 1)(abxqd−1−1 + bxqd−1−q − axq−1 − ab).
We shall compute the remainder of the polynomial xq
4
A(1/x) modulo the second
factor of C(x). Working modulo that polynomial we have
−bxqdA(1/x) = abxqd−1 + bxqd−q − abxqd−qd−1 − b
= (abxq
d−1−1 + bxq
d−1−q − ab)xqd−qd−1 − b
≡ axq−1 · xqd−qd−1 − b.
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Now we conveniently set y = xq−1. Because yq
d−2+···+q ≡ (b−1y + 1)/(y + a−1),
we have
yq
d−1+···+q2 ≡ b
−qyq + 1
yq + a−q
,
and hence
−bxqdA(1/x) ≡ ay · yqd−1 − b
=
1
yqd−2+···+q
(ay · yq · yqd−1+···+q2)− b
≡ ayq+1 · y + a
−1
b−1y + 1
· b
−qyq + 1
yq + a−q
− b
≡ ab
−qy2q+2 + b−qy2q+1 + ayq+2 − byq − a−qy − ba−q
(b−1y + 1)(yq + a−q)
.
Because the numerator of this expression is nonzero, its degree (2q+ 2)(q− 1) =
2q2− 2, in the original indeterminate x, is an upper bound for the degree of the
greatest common divisor of xq
d−1−1 + a−1xq
d−1−q − b−1xq−1 − 1 and xqdA(1/x).
The desired conclusion follows by taking the other factor xq
d−1−1−1 of C(x) into
account. 
4. A better bound for subspaces of dimension at least four
The proof of Theorem 1 which we gave in Section 2 shows that all elements
of A−1 ∩B are roots of the polynomial C(x) of Equation (2.1), and hence of the
modified polynomial
C0(x) = x
1+(1+q+q2+···+qd−2) · C(x)
= x1+q+q
2+···+qd−1
(
1− (d−1∑
i=0
ai/x
qi
) · (d−1∑
j=0
bjx
qj
))
.
The latter has the advantage of being a linear combination of monomials, each
of whose degrees is a sum of d terms taken from the set {1, q, . . . , qd−1} with at
most one repetition, and hence one omission. We now show how being a root of
C0(x) can be interpreted as being a zero of one or more homogeneous forms of
degree d on the Fq-space B.
The Fq-linear maps xi : B → Fq given by x 7→ xqi , for 0 ≤ i < d, are Fq-
linearly independent, and so they form a complete set of linear coordinates (that
is, a basis of the dual space) on the Fq-space B ⊗Fq Fq. Hence to C0(x) there
corresponds a homogeneous polynomial function
E(x0, . . . , xd−1) = x0 · · · xd−1 ·
(
1− (d−1∑
i=0
ai/xi
) · (d−1∑
j=0
bjxj
))
,
of degree d, defined on the Fq-space B⊗FqFq. We would rather need a polynomial
function on the original Fq-space B, but we can obtain that through a linear
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change of coordinates. In fact, an arbitrary Fq-linear map on B with values in
Fq is given by
x 7→ b0γx+ (bq0γq + b1γ)xq + (bq
2
0 γ
q2 + bq1γ
q + b2γ)x
q2 + · · ·
· · ·+ (bqd−10 γq
d−1
+ bq
d−2
1 γ
qd−2 + · · ·+ bd−1γ)xqd−1 ,
where γ ranges over the roots of the q-polynomial bq
d
0 x
qd + bq
d−1
1 x
qd−1 + · · ·+ bdx.
Therefore, a complete set of Fq-linear coordinates z0, . . . , zd−1 on the Fq-space B
is obtained by letting γ range over an Fq-basis of the roots of that q-polynomial.
After expressing each xi in terms of z0, . . . , zd−1 (as linear combinations over
Fq), the polynomial function E(x0, . . . , xd−1) on B ⊗Fq Fq yields a polynomial
function E˜(z0, . . . , zd−1) on B, but still with values in Fq, which is homogeneous
of degree d in z0, . . . , zd−1.
To recapitulate in slightly different wording, all elements of A−1 ∩ B, once
B is identified with Fdq via the coordinates zi, are roots of the polynomial
E˜(z0, . . . , zd−1) ∈ Fq[z0, . . . , zd−1]. According to Theorem 6 below, this poly-
nomial turns out to be usually irreducible for our purposes, with notable ex-
ceptions where our geometric problem has already been dealt with in Section 3.
When the polynomial is indeed irreducible, it defines a hypersurface in the pro-
jective space P(B ⊗Fq Fq) ∼= Pd−1(Fq), whose number of Fq-rational points can
be bounded using the Lang-Weil bound [LW54]. These are the ideas at play in
the proof of our Theorem 2 stated in the Introduction, which we give below, but
not before stating the result on the possible factorisations of E which we have
just mentioned.
Theorem 6. The homogeneous polynomial
E = E(x1, . . . , xn) = x1 · · ·xn ·
(
1 +
( n∑
i=1
ai/xi
) · ( n∑
j=1
bjxj
))
where ai, bj ∈ Fq, has at most two non-monomial (absolutely) irreducible factors.
If it has two then at least one of them is a linear combination of exactly two of
the indeterminates.
Furthermore, if E has x1 + x2 as a factor, then either
E/(x3 · · ·xn) = x1x2 ·
(
1 + (a/x1 + (a+ c)/x2) · (bx1 + (b− c−1)x2)
)
= (x1 + x2)
(
(a+ c)bx1 + a(b− c−1)x2
)
for some a, b, c ∈ Fq with c 6= 0, or
E/(x4 · · ·xn) = x1x2x3 ·
(
1 + (a/x1 + a/x2 − 1/x3) · (bx1 + bx2 − x3)
)
= (x1 + x2)(abx2x3 + abx1x3 + bx1x2 − ax23),
up to permuting the indeterminates x3, . . . , xn.
The harmless sign change in the definition of E from the previous notation
will avoid the occurrence of several minus signs in the proof of Theorem 6. We
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have also conveniently shifted the indices of the indeterminates, which now start
from one. The proof of Theorem 6 is a little technical, and we postpone it
to Section 6 to avoid disrupting the flow of the present argument. Note that
the second nontrivial factorisation allowed by Theorem 6 has already occurred
in disguise in the factorisations of C(x) obtained in the proofs of Theorems 4
and 5.
Proof of Theorem 2. Continue with the setting introduced above. As we noted
in the proof of Theorem 1, the condition A−1 6⊆ B implies that C(x) is not
the zero polynomial, whence E(x0, . . . , xd−1) is not the zero polynomial. Mono-
mial factors of E(x0, . . . , xd−1) and, correspondingly, of C(x), clearly give no
contribution to estimating |A−1 ∩B|.
Suppose first that E(x0, . . . , xd−1) has a unique non-monomial irreducible
factor F (x0, . . . , xd−1), of degree d′ ≤ d. Let F˜ (z0, . . . , zd−1) be the corre-
sponding polynomial written in terms of the coordinates z0, . . . , zd−1 on the
Fq-space B. It defines an irreducible algebraic subvariety of the projective space
P(B ⊗Fq Fq) ∼= Pd−1(Fq), of dimension d− 2 (that is, a hypersurface).
If that variety is defined over Fq, which occurs if F˜ (z0, . . . , zd−1), after mul-
tiplication by a suitable scalar, can be made to have all coefficients in Fq, then
according to the Lang-Weil estimate [LW54] its number of Fq-rational points is
bounded above by
(4.1) qd−2 + (d′ − 1)(d′ − 2)qd−(5/2) + Cd,d′ · qd−3,
where Cd,d′ is a constant which depends only on d and d
′. The desired conclusion
is then obtained upon multiplication by q − 1 and using the fact that d′ ≤ d.
Now suppose that the variety under consideration is not defined over Fq. Then
the Galois-conjugate polynomial F˜ σ(z0, . . . , zd−1), obtained from F˜ (z0, . . . , zd−1)
by applying the Frobenius automorphism σ : a 7→ aq to each coefficient, is not
proportional to F˜ (z0, . . . , zd−1), and hence together with the latter it defines a
(possibly reducible) algebraic set in Pd−1(Fq), of dimension strictly smaller than
d − 2, and degree at most (d′)2. According to a standard fact known as the
Schwartz-Zippel lemma, see [EOT10, Lemma A.3] for a proof, the number of Fq-
rational points of this algebraic set is at most (d′)2(q + 1)d−3. After multiplying
by q − 1 we see that the desired conclusion holds in this case as well.
Now we may assume that E(x0, . . . , xd−1) has at least two non-monomial ir-
reducible factors. Then it has exactly two according to Theorem 6, and one of
them is a linear combination of two of the indeterminates, say xi and xj with
i < j. The corresponding factor of our original polynomial C(x) is then a linear
combination of xq
i−1 and xq
j−1, and hence it accounts for at most qj−i − 1 dis-
tinct nonzero roots of that polynomial. The possible factorisations of E given in
Theorem 6 show that the remaining factor of C(x) has degree at most qd−1 − 1,
whence |A−1 ∩ B| ≤ qd−1 + qj−i − 2. If j − i < d− 1 we have reached our goal,
hence assume j−i = d−1. This means that the former factor of C(x) considered
above is a linear combination of 1 and xq
d−1−1. Possibly after replacing (A,B)
with an equivalent pair we may assume that linear combination to be xq
d−1−1−1.
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Now consider, in turn, the two possible factorisations of E stated in Theorem 6,
and what they entail for the polynomials A(x) and B(x) in our setting. The
former factorisation implies A(x) = xq
d
+ axq
d−1 − (a + c)x and B(x) = xqd −
bxq
d−1
+ (b− c−1)x, whence
C(x) = (xq
d−1−1 − 1)(−(a+ c)bxqd−1−1 + a(b− c−1)).
Because B(x) ≡ xq − c−1x (mod xqd−1−1 − 1), the polynomial B(x) has at most
q − 1 nonzero roots in common with the former factor of C(x), and similarly
with the latter factor. Hence in this case we have |A−1 ∩B| ≤ 2q − 2.
The other possible factorisation of E yields A(x) = xq
d
+ axq
d−1 − cxqe − ax
and B(x) = xq
d
+ bxq
d−1 − c−1xqe − bx, with 0 < e < d− 1 and abc 6= 0, and so
C(x) = (xq
d−1−1 − 1)(abxqd−1−1 + bcxqd−1−qe − ac−1xqe−1 − ab).
Because B(x) ≡ xq − c−1xqe (mod xqd−1−1 − 1), the polynomial B(x) has at
most q − 1 nonzero roots in common with the former factor of C(x), whence
|A−1 ∩ B| ≤ qd−1 + q − 2, except when c = 1 and e = 1. However, in the latter
case Theorem 5 applies and yields |A−1 ∩B| ≤ qd−1 + 2q2 − 3. 
5. A classification of pairs of three-dimensional subspaces
with large intersection A−1 ∩B
In the case of subspaces of dimension d = 3, which was excluded from The-
orem 2, parts of its proof still apply. In particular, the Lang-Weil estimate of
Equation (4.1) takes the more precise form of the Hasse-Weil bound, and allows
us to prove the following result.
Theorem 7. Let A and B be Fq-subspaces of Fq, of size q3, with A−1 6⊆ B. If
|A−1 ∩B|/(q − 1) > q + 1 + b2√qc, then |A−1 ∩B|/(q − 1) equals either 2q + 2
or 2q for q odd, and it equals 2q + 1 for q even.
Note that equality in Csajbo´k’s bound |A−1∩B| ≤ 2q2−2 for three-dimensional
spaces cannot be attained in characteristic two.
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2, which we gave in Section 4, and
aiming at a contradiction, suppose that E(x0, x1, x2) is irreducible. Writing this
in terms of the coordinates z0, . . . , zd−1 on the Fq-space B we get a polynomial
E˜(z0, z1, z2) which defines an irreducible cubic in the projective plane P(B ⊗Fq
Fq) ∼= P2(Fq). If the cubic is defined over Fq, then according to the Hasse-Weil
bound its number of Fq-rational points does not exceed q + 1 + 2
√
q, whence
|A−1 ∩ B|/(q − 1) ≤ q + 1 + 2√q, which contradicts our hypothesis. If the
cubic is not defined over Fq, then its intersection with the irreducible cubic
defined by E˜σ(z0, z1, z2), where σ is the Frobenius automorphism, has at most
32 = 9 points in P(B⊗Fq Fq) according to Be´zout’s theorem (or to the Schwartz-
Zippel lemma if we prefer). Hence |A−1 ∩ B|/(q − 1) ≤ 9, and we obtain a
contradiction because this number does not exceed Weil’s bound q+ 1 + b2√qc,
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except when q ≤ 3. However, when q = 2 Theorem 1 provides the improved
bound |A−1 ∩B| ≤ 3 · 23/4− 1 = 5, which yields the desired contradiction.
In order to cover the case q = 3 as well, we sketch how an explicit calculation
allows us to strengthen the upper bound of 9 given by Be´zout’s theorem to the
bound |A−1 ∩ B|/(q − 1) ≤ 6, for arbitrary q. We do that by showing that the
intersection of the zero sets of E˜(z0, z1, z2) and its Galois-conjugate E˜
σ(z0, z1, z2)
contains at least three non-rational points. One way of computing the Galois-
conjugate in terms of the original coordinates x0, x1, x2 is raising the polynomial
C0(x) = x
q+2 · C(x) = −a0b2x2q2+q − a1b2x2q2+1 − a0b1xq2+2q
+ (1− a2b2 − a1b1 − a0b0)xq2+q+1
− a1b0xq2+2 − a2b1x2q+1 − a2b0xq+2
to the q-th power and reducing the result modulo the polynomial B(x). Writing
both the remainder of this division and the original polynomial C0(x) in terms of
x0 = x, x1 = x
q, and x2 = x
q2 , one discovers that both vanish for (x0, x1, x2) =
(1, 0, 0), (b1,−b0, 0), (b2, 0,−b0). However, a triple (x0, x1, x2) gives a rational
point of our curve, that is, an element of B, only when x1 = x
q
0, x2 = x
q
1, and
xq2 = −b2x2−b1x1−b0x0, which is not the case for any of the three triples found.
Thus, we have shown that E(x0, x1, x2) cannot be irreducible. Invoking The-
orem 6 and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2 we see that |A−1 ∩ B| can
possibly be so large only when C(x) has a non-trivial linear combination of 1
and xq
2
as a factor, which may be taken to be xq
2−1−1 after passing to an equiv-
alent pair (A,B). The proof of Theorem 2 also shows that we must have the
second exceptional factorisation of E(x0, x1, x2) given in Theorem 6, and that
A(x) = xq
3
+axq
2−xq−ax and B(x) = xq3 + bxq2−xq− bx. Consequently, both
A and B contain Fq2 , hence Theorem 4 applies and completes the proof. 
Remark 8. A special version of Theorem 7 occurs as assertion (1) of [Csa13,
Theorem 4.8]. That result restricts A and B to be contained in Fq4 , which is
a rather strong assumption. Note that [Csa13, Theorem 4.8] is actually proved
under the unstated hypothesis that q is odd, but fails to exclude the possibility
that |A−1∩B|/(q−1) = 2q+1 (except in the special case where A = B). At the
author’s request Csajbo´k has produced a proof which excludes that possibility,
based on similar methods as [Csa13].
Theorem 7, combined with the special configuration which we investigated in
Theorem 4, allows us to classify all pairs (A,B) attaining equality in Csajbo´k’s
bound, or almost, in the three-dimensional case.
Theorem 9. In the following assertions A and B denote Fq-subspaces of Fq, of
size q3, with A−1 6⊆ B.
(1) There are exactly (q − 1)/2 equivalence classes of pairs (A,B) such that
|A−1 ∩B| = 2q2 − 2.
(2) For odd q > 5 there are exactly (q + 1)/2 equivalence classes of pairs
(A,B) such that |A−1 ∩B| = 2q2 − 2q.
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(3) For even q > 4 there are exactly q equivalence classes of pairs (A,B)
such that |A−1 ∩B| = 2q2 − q − 1.
(4) Each equivalence class described in assertions (1) and (2) contains ex-
actly two pairs satisfying A = B, and each equivalence class described in
assertion (3) contains exactly one such pair. Each such subspace A = B
is contained in Fq4, and equals the kernel of x 7→ TrFq4/Fq(αx), for some
α ∈ Fq4 with α2 ∈ Fq2 \ Fq.
Proof. The stated conditions on q insure that |A−1 ∩ B|/(q − 1) exceeds the
Hasse-Weil bound in each case. Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 7 we
conclude that after replacing (A,B) with an equivalent pair we have A(x) =
xq
3
+ axq
2 −xq− ax and B(x) = xq3 + bxq2 −xq− bx, and Theorem 4 gives exact
conditions that a and b satisfy.
Now the subspaces γ−1A and γB, which form an equivalent pair to (A,B) for
γ ∈ F∗q, are the sets of roots of the monic polynomials Aγ−1(x) = γ−q3A(γx) and
Bγ(x) = γ
q3B(x/γ). Comparing coefficients we see that each of the equalities
γ−1A = A and γB = B occurs only when γq−1 = 1, that is, when γ ∈ F∗q.
However, Aγ−1(x) has the admissible form Aγ−1(x) = x
q3 + a′xq
2 − xq − a′x
considered above (which means that it is a multiple of xq
2 − 1) if and only if
γ ∈ F∗q2 , and so does Bγ(x). Consequently, each equivalence class of pairs (A,B)
under consideration contains exactly q + 1 pairs for which the corresponding
polynomials A(x) and B(x) have the required form. Thus, the number of equiv-
alence classes is obtained after dividing by q + 1 the number of pairs (a, b) with
aq+1 = bq+1 = −1 and ab 6= 1, and possibly the further conditions given in
Theorem 4. This establishes assertions (1), (2), and (3).
A similar coefficient comparison shows that for the pairs (A,B) under con-
sideration an equivalent pair (γ−1A, γB) satisfies γ−1A = γB exactly when
γ2(q−1) = a/b. Consequently, there are two such pairs equivalent to (A,B) when
q is odd, and only one when q is even, as claimed in assertion (4). Furthermore,
taking γ2(q−1) = a/b, whence γq
2−1 = (a/b)(q+1)/2 = ±1, we obtain
Aγ−1(x) = Bγ(x) = x
q3 + γq
3−q2bxq
2 − γq3−qxq + γq3−1bx
= xq
3
+ γq−1bxq
2 − γq2−1(xq + γq−1bx)
= xq
3
+ cxq
2
+ cq+1(xq + cx)
= xq
3
+ cxq
2
+ cq+1xq + cq
2+q+1x,
having set c = γq−1b and noted that cq+1 = −γq2−1 = ±1. For (a, b) ranging over
all pairs such that aq+1 = bq+1 = −1 and ab 6= 1, and with γ chosen as above, c
takes all the values such that c2(q+1) = 1 and c2 6= 1. The description of A given
in assertion (4) follows at once by writing c = α−(q−1). 
Remark 10. The restrictions on q in assertions (2) and (3) of Theorem 9 cannot be
relaxed. For example, a computer calculation shows that F54 contains 31 ·8 pairs
(A,B) of three-dimensional F5-subspaces such that |A−1 ∩ B| = 2q2 − 2q = 40,
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rather than (q2 + q + 1) · (q + 1)/2 = 31 · 3 as Theorem 9 would predict. For
those in excess, A−1 ∩B yields an irreducible cubic in the projective plane PB.
Remark 11. In case of assertion (1) of Theorem 9, where equality in Csajbo´k’s
bound is attained, an alternate approach is available and described in [Mat].
It relies on facts from finite geometries to bypass the arguments of this and
the previous section, and hence Theorem 6, on which they ultimately depend.
Briefly, as a special case of a more general result it is shown in [Mat] that the
image of A−1∩B in PB is an arc, for three-dimensional Fq-subspaces A,B of Fq,
unless (A−1 ∩ B) ∪ {0} contains a one-dimensional Fq2-subspace of Fq. Because
it is known that an arc in P2(Fq) has at most 2q + 1 points if q > 3, when
equality |A−1 ∩B|/(q − 1) = 2q + 2 holds in Csajbo´k’s bound we conclude that
(A−1 ∩B) ∪ {0} contains a one-dimensional Fq2-space, and then our Theorem 4
applies. If q is odd (and larger than three), at this point one can also deduce
that the image of A−1 ∩ B in PB is the union of a line and a conic without
using Theorem 4, appealing instead to the classical result of B. Segre that an
an arc with q + 1 points in a projective plane is a conic (for q odd), see [Mat,
Theorem 5].
Remark 12. In contrast with the three-dimensional case considered in Theorem 9,
for a fixed prime power q there are infinitely many equivalence classes of pairs
(A,B) of two-dimensional Fq-subspaces which attain equality in Csajbo´k’s bound
|A−1 ∩ B| ≤ 2q − 2. This follows at once from their description which we gave
at the end of Section 2.
Corollary 13. Assume q > 5, and set P (x) = xq
3
+ xq
2
+ xq + x. If A and B
are Fq-subspaces of Fq, of size q3, such that
q2 − 1 + b2q1/2c · (q − 1) < |A−1 ∩B| < q3 − 1,
then A and B are the sets of roots of P (αγ−1x) and P (αγx), respectively, for
some α, γ ∈ Fq∗ with α2 ∈ Fq2 \ Fq.
Proof. According to Theorem 7 the pair (A,B) is one of those described in Theo-
rem 9. According to assertion (4) of the latter, some equivalent pair (γ−1A, γB)
satisfies γ−1A = γB, and that subspace equals the set of roots of P (αx), for
some α ∈ Fq∗ with α2 ∈ Fq2 \ Fq. 
The explicit description of the spaces A and B given in Corollary 13 allows
one to decide whether and how many of them can be found inside a given finite
field. For example, in Fq4 there are exactly 2q(q2 + q + 1) such pairs (A,B) for
q odd, and q(q2 + q + 1) for q even, because γ ∈ F∗q4 in this case. Those among
them with A = B are in number of 2q and q, respectively, and for q odd they
match those described in [Csa13, Propositions 4.4 and 4.5].
Another example is the following improvement of Csajbo´k’s bound for three-
dimensional subspaces of finite fields which do not contain Fq4 .
Corollary 14. Consider the finite field Fqe, where q > 5 and e is not a multiple
of four. If A and B are Fq-subspaces of Fqe with size q3, and A−1 6⊆ B, then
|A−1 ∩B| ≤ q2 − 1 + b2q1/2c · (q − 1).
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Proof. Consider subspaces A and B of Fq as in Corollary 13. When γ = 1
they are both contained in Fq4 , and (A−1 ∩B) ∪ {0} properly contains the one-
dimensional Fq2-subspace consisting of the roots of (αx)q
2
+ αx. Therefore, the
subfield generated by all the quotients of pairs of elements of A−1 ∩ B properly
contains Fq2 , and hence equals Fq4 . This last statement carries over to the case
of arbitrary γ. Consequently, the subfield of Fq generated by A−1 ∩ B contains
Fq4 , and hence A and B cannot be both contained in Fqe . 
6. Proof of Theorem 6
Recall that a polynomial is called multilinear if it has degree at most one in
each indeterminate. The following property of the polynomial E, which follows
from the definition and is inherited by factors, will be crucial in most of our
arguments.
Property 15. Any factor of E has degree at most two in each indeterminate xi,
and joint degree at most three in each pair of indeterminates xi and xj.
Thus, for example, E cannot have any term divisible by x21x
2
2. As another
example, if E = FG and F has degree two in some xi, then G cannot involve xi.
6.1. Linear factors of E. We first prove the conclusions of Theorem 6 under
the additional assumption that E has a non-monomial linear factor.
Lemma 16. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6, any non-monomial linear fac-
tor of E is a linear combination of exactly two indeterminates.
Proof. Let E = FG, with G a non-monomial linear factor. Because F is homo-
geneous of degree n−1 in n indeterminates, according to Property 15 each term
of F misses at most two indeterminates.
Now suppose for a contradiction that G involves at least three indeterminates.
Then an arbitrary monomial of F must share at least one indeterminate with
G, say xi. But then F has degree exactly one in that xi, and joint degree at
most two in xi and xj, for each other indeterminate xj. Consequently, that
arbitrary term of F has degree at most one in each indeterminate, and hence F
is multilinear.
Writing F = x1 · · ·xn ·
∑n
i=1 fi/xi and G =
∑n
j=1 gjxj and comparing coeffi-
cients of the non-multilinear terms of E on both sides of the equation FG = E
we find figj = aibj for i 6= j. Now our assumption that at least three of the
coefficients gj are nonzero implies that the n-tuples (f1, . . . , fn) and (a1, . . . , an)
are proportional. In fact, our equations imply (fiaj − fjai)gkbk = 0 for any
distinct i, j, k. If gk 6= 0 for some k, then bk 6= 0, otherwise fi = aibk/gk = 0
and fj = ajbk/gk = 0, which is impossible. Hence if gk 6= 0 for some k, then
fiaj = fjai for any i, j 6= k. Consequently, if gk 6= 0 for at least three values
of k, then then fiaj = fjai for any i, j, and hence the n-tuples (f1, . . . , fn) and
(a1, . . . , an) are proportional.
We conclude that F is a scalar multiple of x1 · · ·xn ·
∑n
i=1 ai/xi, in plain
contradiction with the definition of E and the fact that FG = E. 
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Lemma 17. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6, if E has x1 + x2 as a factor,
then either
E/(x3 · · ·xn) = x1x2 ·
(
1 + (a/x1 + (a+ c)/x2) · (bx1 + (b− c−1)x2)
)
= (x1 + x2)
(
(a+ c)bx1 + a(b− c−1)x2
)
for some a, b, c ∈ Fq with c 6= 0, or
E/(x4 · · ·xn) = x1x2x3 ·
(
1 + (a/x1 + a/x2 − 1/x3) · (bx1 + bx2 − x3)
)
= (x1 + x2)(abx2x3 + abx1x3 + bx1x2 − ax23),
up to permuting the indeterminates x3, . . . , xn.
Proof. Any non-multilinear factor of F cannot involve either x1 or x2, and hence
F = x1 · · ·xn ·
n∑
i=1
fi/xi + x3 · · ·xn ·
n∑
j=3
f ′jxj.
Then the product E = FG has no term of the form x1 · · ·xn·xj/xi, and so we have
aibj = 0 whenever i, j > 2 and i 6= j. This implies ai = bi = 0 for all indices i > 2
except possibly one, and possibly after permuting the indeterminates x3, . . . , xn
we may assume that ai = bi = 0 for i > 3. Therefore, each of the indeterminates
x4, . . . , xn appears in each monomial of E with exponent exactly one, and hence
fi = f
′
i = 0 for i > 3.
Thus we have F = (f1x2x3 +f2x1x3 +f3x1x2 +f
′
3x
2
3) ·x4 · · ·xn, and comparing
coefficients of each term on both sides of the equation FG = E we find
f2 = a2b1, f3 = a3b1, f1 = a1b2, f3 = a3b2,
f1 + f2 = 1 + a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3, f
′
3 = a2b3, f
′
3 = a1b3.
Substituting the first and third equation of the set into the fifth one turns that
into (a1−a2)(b1− b2) +a3b3 + 1 = 0. Hence if a3b3 = 0 then a1 6= a2 and b1 6= b2,
whence f3 = f
′
3 = 0, and so
F =
(
(a+ c)bx1 + a(b− c−1)x2
) · x3 · · ·xn,
where we have set a := a1, b := b1, and c := a2 − a1 = (b1 − b2)−1. However, if
a3b3 6= 0, then the displayed equations yield a1 = a2, b1 = b2, and b3 = −1/a3,
whence f1 = f2 = a1b1, f3 = a3b1, f
′
3 = −a1/a3, that is,
F = (abx2x3 + abx1x3 + bx1x2 − ax23) · x4 · · ·xn
after setting a := a1/a3 and b := a3b1. 
6.2. General plan of the proof. Because of Lemmas 16 and 17, in order to
prove Theorem 6 it remains to show that if E = FG is any factorisation into
non-monomial factors, then either F or G is the product of a monomial and a
linear factor. This will be our goal from now on. Hence we may set the following
assumptions, which will make the subsequent arguments run smoother.
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Assumptions 18. Let the polynomial E of Theorem 6 be the product of two
polynomials F and G, of degrees r > 1 and n − r > 1, neither of which is a
monomial. Assume also that G has no non-trivial monomial factor.
Our assumptions on the degrees are allowed because otherwise either F or
G would be the desired non-monomial linear factor. That G has no non-trivial
monomial factor can always be achieved by moving any monomial factor from
G to F .
6.3. The case where either F or G is not multilinear. If F is multilinear
but G is not, then we may interchange the roles of F and G, after moving any
monomial factor so that Assumptions 18 remain satisfied. Hence assume that F
is not multilinear.
Possibly after renumbering the indeterminates, we may assume that F has
a term x21x2 · · · xr−1. Then G is a multilinear polynomial of degree n − r in
the remaining n− r+ 1 indeterminates xr, . . . , xn, otherwise Property 15 would
be contradicted. Because G has no non-trivial monomial factor according to
Assumptions 18, each term xr · · · xn/xi with i ≥ r appears in G with a nonzero
coefficient. In turn, Property 15 implies that any non-multilinear term of F can
only involve the indeterminates x1, . . . , xr−1.
If some (multilinear) term of F involved at least two of the indeterminates
xr, . . . , xn, then because n− r > 1 that term would share at least two indetermi-
nates with some term of G, and this would contradict Property 15. Therefore, no
term of F involves more than one indeterminate from xr, . . . , xn. We have seen
earlier that any term of F which involves such indeterminate must be multilinear,
and so altogether F can be written in the form
F = x1 · · · xr−1 ·
n∑
i=1
fi xi,
which provides us with the desired linear factor.
6.4. The case where F and G are both multilinear. Now we may suppose
that both F and G are multilinear polynomials. Because of Property 15 each
term of G can share at most one indeterminate with each term of F . Any two
distinct terms of F must involve together exactly r + 1 or r + 2 indeterminates.
In fact, if they did involve more, then any term of G would involve at least three
of them, and hence it would share at least two indeterminates with at least one
of the two terms of F under consideration, contradicting Property 15. We deal
with those two cases separately.
6.5. The subcase r + 1. Suppose first that F has at least two terms which
together involve r+ 1 indeterminates. After renumbering the indeterminates we
may assume that two such terms are fr x1 · · · xr + fr+1 x1 · · · xr−1 · xr+1, with
fr, fr+1 6= 0. Because of Property 15 each term of G can share at most one
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indeterminate with each of them, and hence
(6.1) G =
r+1∑
i=1
gi xi · xr+2 · · ·xn +
n∑
j=r+2
g′j xr · · ·xn/xj
for some scalars gi, g
′
i. An alternative choice of notation would be restricting the
former summation range to i < r and extending the latter to i ≥ r, provided we
set g′r = gr+1 and g
′
r+1 = gr. We conveniently allow this double notation in what
follows.
Comparing the coefficients of corresponding monomials on both sides of the
equality FG = E we find, in particular,
(6.2) frgi = ar+1bi and fr+1gi = arbi for i < r,
(6.3) frg
′
j = ajbr and fr+1g
′
j = ajbr+1 for j > r + 1.
In fact, because F is multilinear any term in the product FG where xi appears
with exponent two, for some i < r, can only arise in one way, as the product of
the term of G with coefficient gi and a uniquely determined term of F , necessarily
one of the two considered above. A similar argument applies to any term in the
product FG which misses the indeterminate xj, where j > r + 1. Because F
is multilinear, Equation (6.1) implies that E = FG has no term of the form
x1 · · ·xn · xi/xj with i < r and j > r + 1, which means ajbi = 0. Hence either
bi = 0 for all i < r, or aj = 0 for all j > r+ 1. However, the latter together with
Equation (6.2) yields that g′j = 0 for j > r+1, whence G = xr+2 · · ·xn ·
∑r+1
i=1 gixi
has a non-trivial monomial factor, against Assumptions 18. We conclude that
bi = 0 for i < r, and Equation (6.2) yields gi = 0 for i < r, and so G =∑n
j=r g
′
j xr · · · xn/xj.
Because G has no non-trivial monomial factor we have g′j 6= 0 for j ≥ r. This
implies that no term of F can involve more than one indeterminate from the set
{xr, . . . , xn}, and hence
F = x1 · · ·xr−1 ·
n∑
j=r
fj xj,
providing us with the desired linear factor.
6.6. The subcase r + 2. Now we may assume that each two distinct terms of
F involve together exactly r+2 indeterminates. We will deduce a contradiction.
Possibly after renumbering the indeterminates we may assume that two of the
terms of F are (nonzero) scalar multiples of x1x2 ·x5 · · ·xr+2 and x3x4 ·x5 · · ·xr+2
(to be appropriately interpreted in case r = 2). Because each term of G involves
exactly n − r indeterminates, and can share at most one indeterminate with
each of those two terms of F according to Property 15, it must involve all of
xr+3, . . . , xn, and exactly one indeterminate from each of the two sets {x1, x2}
and {x3, x4}. Because G has no non-trivial monomial factor we have r = n− 2,
and hence
G = g13x1x3 + g14x1x4 + g23x2x3 + g24x2x4
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for certain scalars gij. Again because G has no non-trivial monomial factor we
have either g13g24 6= 0 or g14g23 6= 0. After possibly exchanging x3 and x4 we
may assume the former.
Now according to Property 15 each term of F can share at most one indetermi-
nate with each term of G, and this leaves only x1x4 ·x5 · · ·xn and x2x3 ·x5 · · ·xn as
possible terms of F besides those two assumed from the start. However, each of
these must be excluded because together with one of the initial terms it involves
only n− 1 = r + 1 indeterminates, rather than r + 2. Hence we have
F = (f12x1x2 + f34x3x4) · x5 · · ·xn,
with f12f34 6= 0. Comparing coefficients of corresponding terms in the equality
FG = E we find f12g13 = a4b1 and f34g13 = a2b3, whence a2b1 6= 0. This means
that FG has a nonzero term x21x3x4 · x5 · · ·xn, which is clearly impossible.
This contradiction completes our proof of Theorem 6.
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